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a b s t r a c t
We raise the following general problem: Which structural properties of dominating
subgraphs in finite graphs remain valid for infinite graphs? Positive and negative results
are presented.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We consider finite and infinite undirected graphs G = (V , E) with neither loops nor multiple edges (V = vertex set,
E = edge set). A dominating set is a subset X ⊆ V such that every vertex v ∈ V \ X is adjacent to some x ∈ X . A subgraph
D ⊆ G is a dominating subgraph if its vertex set V (D) is a dominating set in G.
A large part of graph domination theory (see e.g. [13]) deals with the minimum or maximum cardinality of dominating
sets satisfying specified properties. Such quantitative questions usually do not apply for infinite graphs.
On the other hand, a systematic study of the structure of dominating subgraphs was initiated in [2]. It can be formulated
in several ways; for instance, we can put it in the following general frame:
Given a family F of graphs, is it true that all those graphs which do not contain any F ∈ F as an induced subgraph have
some special type of dominating subgraph?
In this context, the expression ‘special type of graph’ often means ‘a graph from a given class’; but it may also mean, for
example, a subgraph which is in some given relationship with the whole graph as for example in [3,9,11,12].
Although this track of research contains only a few dozen publications so far — see [1] for a comprehensive list — it has
already lead to various methods (e.g., the one developed in [5]). In this direction the most substantial recent results have
appeared in [1,18] where, for every class D of required dominating subgraphs of finite graphs, the class F of inclusion-
wise minimal forbidden induced subgraphs is determined. Most papers deal with classes of graphs allowed for domination
which are closed under connected induced subgraphs (see e.g. [1,2,5,7,8,10,15–17,19]), but some methods also work for
classes which are not induced-hereditary ([4,18]). Some results can also be extended to neighborhoods at distance larger
than 1; see e.g. [6].
The main point of view of our investigations in the present paper is whether the results on finite graphs are valid for
infinite graphs, too, or there are infinite counterexamples. As we shall see, both cases can occur.
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We include some new theorems on finite graphs, too. Themain results in this direction are stated in Section 4 and proved
in Section 5.
1.1. Preliminaries
As usual, the chordless path and cycle on t vertices is denoted by Pt and Ct , respectively; and 2K2 is the 4-vertex graph
with two independent edges. Given a graph H , a graph G is H-free if G does not contain any induced subgraph isomorphic
to H . Terminology extends to more than one forbidden subgraph in a natural way; if neither H nor H ′ is isomorphic to an
induced subgraph of G, then G is said to be (H,H ′)-free. A clique is a complete subgraph.
Notation. For an integer s ≥ 1 and a vertex a ∈ V , Γs(a) is the set of vertices at distance exactly s from a, with the simplified
notation Γ (a) := Γ1(a) if s = 1; moreover, Ns(a) is the set of vertices at distance at most s from a. The set of vertices at
distance not larger than s from every vertex in graph G is denoted byMs(G). This is the so-called s-center of G. Depending on
the value of s, the s-center Ms(G)may be empty. The distance between two vertices u and v in G is denoted by dG(u, v), or
by d(u, v) if the graph is understood.
Definitions.We say that F ⊆ V is an s-dominating set if, for all the vertices x ∈ V , the distance d(x, F) :=min {d(x, f ) : f ∈ F}
is at most s. For s = 1, we obtain the traditional dominating sets. An edge e = xy is s-dominating if the set {x, y} is an s-
dominating set. A dominating vertex (i.e., one adjacent to all the others) is also called universal. To put a leaf on a vertex x of
a graph H means to add a vertex x′ such that x is the only neighbor of x′ in H .
Notation. In a graph G, for s ≥ 1, we denote by Bs(G) — or simply by B(G), if s is understood — the set of vertices incident
with s-dominating edges. If G has no s-dominating edges, then B(G) = ∅.
2. Basic differences: Excluded induced paths
Let us begin with some well-known facts.
Proposition A ([17]). If G is a finite P4-free graph of order at least two, then G or its complement G is disconnected.
Proposition B ([19]). If G is a finite (P4, C4)-free connected graph, then it has a universal vertex.
Our first observation is that these classic results do not remain valid when infinite graphs are considered.
Example 0. Graph G0, which is (P4, C4)-free and connected, but also G0 is connected (consequently, there is no universal
vertex in G0).
Let V (G0) = {vi,j : i ∈ N, j ∈ N}, viewing the vertices with the same first subscript as the ith row of G0. We first construct
an auxiliary tree T0 over V (G0). For i > 1, the jth vertex vi,j in the ith row is the neighbor of vi−1,2j−1 and vi−1,2j in the
previous row, and it is not adjacent to any other vertex there.
Now, in G0, a vertex in the ith row is adjacent to a vertex in the `th row if and only if there is a monotone path between
them in T0. (Such a path has length |i−`|; the construction corresponds to transitive closure if we orient all edges of T0 from
higher rows to lower ones.) 
Example 0 exhibits an infinite graph which satisfies the stronger condition in Proposition B, but even the weaker
conclusion of Proposition A is not valid in it. Certainly, all such examples must be infinite. Further types of (possibly infinite)
P4-free graphs are discussed in [14].
Another result, which appeared in the initiative paper [2] of structural domination and was also proved independently
in [8], is as follows.
Proposition C. If G is a finite (P5, C5)-free connected graph, then it has a dominating clique.
This result is also far from being valid for infinite graphs. Note that all 2K2-free graphs are P5-free, and all bipartite graphs
are C5-free.
Example 1. A 2K2-free connected bipartite graph G1, which has no dominating clique.
Let V (G1) := {az : z ∈ Z} ∪ {bz : z ∈ Z} and E(G1) := {aibj : j ≥ i}. This G1 is bipartite by definition. To see that
it contains no induced 2K2, consider any two disjoint edges ai1bj1 and ai2bj2 . Assuming i1 < i2, we also have i1 < j2, thus
ai1bj2 ∈ E(G1).
The cliques in G1 are the edges, and no dominating edge occurs in G1 because if k < min(i, j) then bk is not dominated
by aibj. 
3. Basic analogies
In this section we present two directions where results can be extended to infinite graphs.
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3.1. Maximal cliques
The following assertionmay be viewed as an intermediate condition between Propositions B and C. In this case, however,
we can drop the assumption of finiteness.
Proposition 1. A graph G is P4-free if and only if, in every connected induced subgraph H ⊆ G, each inclusion-wise maximal
clique dominates H.
If an induced subgraph H ⊆ G is isomorphic to P4, then its end-edges are non-dominating maximal cliques in H . For the
other direction, let Q be a maximal clique in H , and suppose that some vertex of H is not dominated by Q . Select a vertex
z ∈ V (H)with dH(z,Q ) = 2. Then there exists some y ∈ V (H) and x ∈ Q such that zyx is an induced P3. Since Q is maximal,
there also exists aw ∈ Q such that yw 6∈ E(H). But H is an induced subgraph of G, hence zyxw induces P4 in G. 
Concerning maximal cliques, there are several transfinite methods for proving the following simple fact.
Proposition 2. In every graph, each clique is contained in some maximal one.
Remark. These two propositions imply that, in graph G0 above, there exist dominating cliques. There is no contradiction,
since those cliques are not finite. Similarly, in the case of G1, we have no contradiction: this graph contains many paths of
length three.
3.2. Containment of generalized neighborhoods
A proposition of [11] was proved in more general form in [3] and applied as a useful tool for structural domination of
graphs. Originally it was stated for finite graphs, but in fact its proof does not use anything else than the vertices of two
finite paths and inequalities for some further paths derived from them. Hence, it remains valid for infinite graphs, too, as
formulated below.
Theorem 1 (Neighborhood Lemma [3, page 460]). Let u and v be two nonadjacent vertices in a Pt-free connected graph, t ≥ 4.
If s is the vertex at distance 2 from u on a shortest u –v path of length d = d(u, v), then Nt−d(u) ⊆ Nt−d(s).
4. Centers and edge unions
Westate two theorems for finite graphs, on the setsBs and the centersMs′ defined above. The latter have been investigated
in several papers; see [11,3,12,9]. The two set series are closely connected, as we shall observe. In one direction, it can be
easily seen that, in every graph G and for every s ≥ 1, the relation Bs(G) ⊆ Ms+1(G) is valid.
Theorem 2. Let t ≥ 6. A finite connected graph G 6= K1 is Pt-free if and only if, for every connected induced subgraph H of G,
the set Bt−4(H) is dominating in H.
Theorem 3. Let t ≥ 10, and let G 6= K1 be a finite Pt-free connected graph. Then the equality Mt−3(G) = Bt−4(G) is valid.
We will prove these theorems in the next section. Before that, let us give some related observations.
Remark. For t ≥ 10, Theorem 3 implies Theorem 2, since it has been proved in [3] that Mt−3 is dominating in the whole
graph. The situation for infinite graphs is not quite clear, however; see our remarks in the concluding section.
Example 2. Non-validity for smaller t .
For t = 5, even Theorem 2 is false, as shown by the graph C5. This can be extended to an infinite family of
counterexamples, by substituting any P5-free graphs into the vertices of C5. Moreover, for 6 ≤ t ≤ 9, Theorem 3 is false. We
give a counterexample G2 for t = 6; similar examples can be found for the other values of t , too.
Let G2 be the P6-free graph with V (G2) = {p0, p1, p2, p′0, p′1, p′2, x} and E(G2) = {p0p1, p1p2, p′0p′1, p′1p′2} ∪ {xp2, xp′2} ∪{p0p′0, p1p′1, p2p′2}. Vertex x is inM3(G2) but not in B2(G2). 
Example 3. P6-free infinite graph G′0 with B2(G
′
0) = ∅.
Let G′0 be the graph obtained from G0 above, by putting a leaf on every vertex v ∈ V (G0). Since G0 is P4-free, G′0 obviously
is P6-free.
Our next claim is that G0 does not contain any finite dominating set. Indeed, consider any finite F ⊂ V (G0). Then F is
contained in some finite rectangle R = {vi,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ c}. If we choose p > j 2i, however, then the pth vertex in
the first row of G0 has no neighbor in R. Hence, F cannot be dominating.
From this fact, the nonexistence of 2-dominating edges in G′0 easily follows, since a 2-dominating edge of G
′
0 should be a
dominating edge in G0. Consequently, B2(G′0) = ∅, and thus Theorem 2 is false for t = 6 in the infinite. 
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5. Proof of Theorems 2 and 3
Before proving the two theorems, we state and establish two lemmas which are of their own interest, too, and which
will play an important role later. To formulate them, we need the following notation for fixed x ∈ V , for all y ∈ V , and for a
fixed natural number s:
A(y) = As(y) := Γs(y)− Ns(x).
Certainly, A(y)may be empty. An important case will be s = t − 4.
Definition. Vertex x of G has the s-containment property if, for any two vertices y, y′ ∈ Γ (x), the set inclusion As(y) ⊆ As(y′)
or As(y′) ⊆ As(y) holds. Given a fixed t , we say that x has the Containment Property if it has the (t−4)-containment property.
Lemma 1. Let t ≥ 6. If G = (V , E) is a (possibly infinite) Pt-free graph and x is a vertex of G which is not an end of any Pt−1,
then x has the Containment Property.
Lemma 2. Let t ≥ 10. If G = (V , E) is a (possibly infinite) Pt-free graph and x is an arbitrary vertex of G, then x has the
Containment Property.
Let us note that Lemma 1 is false for t = 5. A counterexample is the graph G3 with V (G3) = {p0, p1, p′0, p′1, x} and
E(G3) = {p0p1, p′0p′1, p1x, p′1x, p1p′1} (the so-called bull). Also, Lemma 2 is false for 6 ≤ t ≤ 9. The graph G2 above is a
counterexample for t = 6.
5.1. Proof of Lemmas 1 and 2
The first part of the two proofs will be identical. Let us suppose, for a contradiction, that there exist vertices z, z ′ such
that z ∈ A(y)− A(y′) and z ′ ∈ A(y′)− A(y) with A = At−4. This implies that we have a y–z path P and a y′–z ′ path P ′, both
of length t − 4. Assume that P = p0p1 . . . pt−4 with p0 = z and pt−4 = y; moreover, P ′ = p′0p′1 . . . p′t−4 with p′0 = z ′ and
p′t−4 = y′.
By the conditions, x has no further neighbors inside P ∪ P ′, and so do y and y′, except that perhaps yy′ is an edge. It can
be easily seen that the paths P and P ′ are vertex-disjoint. Furthermore, we have the following.
Claim 1. All the additional edges (if there exist any) are of the form pip′i (0 ≤ i ≤ t − 4).
Proof. Let us assume that there is an edge between the vertices pi and p′j , for some i 6= j. Then z ∈ A(y′) or z ′ ∈ A(y),
depending on whether i < j or i > j, and this is a contradiction. 
Since the construction is a little similar to a ladder, we shall call edges pip′i the rungs, and denote them by ri. Recall that x
belongs to the structure, and many rungs may be missing. Moreover, r := rt−4 = yy′ if it is present.
From here we continue the two proofs separately.
Final part of the proof for Lemma 1. Since G is Pt-free and t ≥ 6, there exists some rung ri = pip′i different from the rung
r = yy′. But then we can start from z until ri along P , continue until y′ along P ′, and finish with x. This is a Pt−1 ending in x,
which contradicts the assumptions of Lemma 1. 
Final part of the proof for Lemma 2. Case 1. r := yy′ ∈ E.
If no further rung occurs, then we are done, since the path P , the edge yy′, and the path P ′ yield a chordless path of length
2(t − 4)+ 1 ≥ t − 1 for t ≥ 6; i.e., we would have a Pt .
If there exists at least one rung q at distance≥ 3 from r , and rt−5 does not exist, then we can construct a Pt starting from
z, going until q along P , crossing q, going further until y′ along P ′, crossing r , and going up to pt−5 along P .
If both q and rt−5 exist, then the path constructed will be a little different: we start from z and go until q, cross q, go
further until p′t−5, and finally we continue with pt−5, y and x.
Finally, the casewhen such q does not exist is very simple, because t ≥ 10 has been assumed, and there occurs an induced
z–z ′ path of length 2t − 9 > t even if rt−5 is present.
Case 2. r = yy′ 6∈ E.
Suppose first that the rung rt−5 is missing. Then we start with the path P , and across the edges yx, xy′, y′p′t−5 we get a Pt .
Hence, assume that rt−5 is present. If at least one further rung ri (0 ≤ i ≤ t − 6) exists, then we start from z, go until ri,
go across ri, continue until y′, and finish with the edges y′x, xy.
The case when rt−5 is the only rung yields an induced z–z ′ path on at least 2t − 10 ≥ t vertices. 
5.2. Proof of Theorems 2 and 3, continued
We shall apply the following further statement.
Edge-Domination Lemma Let t ≥ 5, let G be a finite Pt-free graph, and let ξ ∈ Mt−3(G) be a vertex with the Containment
Property. Then ξ ∈ Bt−4(G).
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Proof. Let us consider a vertex ξ , satisfying the assumptions. With s = t − 4 and x = ξ , the definition of function Ameans
A(y) := Γt−4(y)− Nt−4(ξ).
Let y be a vertex in Γ (ξ) for which A(y) is maximal among the sets A(y′) (y′ ∈ Γ (ξ)). By the conditions on ξ , the set A(y)
contains all A(y′) (A(y) = A(y′) is also possible). We need to prove that the edge e = ξy is (t − 4)-dominating.
If e is not (t − 4)-dominating, then there exists a vertex z at distance at least t − 3 from e (i.e., d(z, ξ) ≥ t − 3 and
d(z, y) ≥ t − 3). Vertex ξ is inMt−3(G), thus both distances d(z, ξ) and d(z, e) are exactly t − 3. Let us take a path of length
t − 3 between ξ and z; furthermore, let y′ be the vertex adjacent to ξ on this path. The distance d(z, y′) is equal to t − 4,
and therefore z is in A(y′), by definition. By the facts above, this implies z ∈ A(y). Again, by definition, d(z, y) ≤ t − 4 holds,
contradicting the former statements. Summarizing, we have proved that the edge ξy is (t − 4)-dominating, and therefore
ξ ∈ Bt−4(G). 
Remark. In the proof, we used only the following weaker property: there exists a neighbor y of ξ such that A(y) contains
A(y′) for every other neighbor y′ of ξ .
Proof of Theorem 2. The ‘if’ part is obvious.
For the ‘only if’ part, from now on we shall consider a counterexample H for Theorem 2 with a minimum number of
vertices. Let x be a vertex of H , not dominated by B := Bt−4(H).
Claim 2. If c 6= x is a vertex at distance not larger than t − 5 from x, then it is a cut-point of H.
Proof. Otherwise, the graph L := H− c is connected, and by the minimality of H , x is dominated by Bt−4(L) in L. This means
that there exists an edge f which is (t − 4)-dominating in L and dL(x, f ) ≤ 1. But putting c back, by the assumptions, f
(t − 4)-dominates c as well, and so it is (t − 4)-dominating in the whole graph H and it dominates x in H , similarly as in L.
This is a contradiction, and so the claim is proved. 
Claim 3. The degree of x is not 1.
Proof. Suppose the contrary, and let a be the only neighbor of x. We know the following facts about a:
- There exists no Pt−1 in H with a as an end-point.
- a ∈ Mt−3(H).
Both facts are easy to see: otherwise we would get a Pt .
Vertex a satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 (playing the role of vertex x there). So it has the Containment Property. Thus,
the assumptions of the Edge-Domination Lemma are fulfilled for a (playing the role of ξ ). This implies a ∈ Bt−4(H); hence x
is dominated by the set Bt−4(H), which contradicts the definition of x. The claim has been proved. 
Claim 4. Vertex x is not a cut-point of H.
Proof. Let us consider a vertex r which is at distance (t − 3) from x (such a vertex exists, since otherwise x ∈ Mt−4(H)
would be valid, which would trivially imply x ∈ Bt−4(H)). Let a be the neighbor of x on the path P representing the distance
between r and x. Now suppose x is a cut-point in H . Let c be a neighbor of x in a component of G− x, not containing a. From
Claim 2, c is also a cut-point. Let us pick a neighbor d of c in some component of H − c , not containing x. Then P with c and
dwould yield a Pt , which is a contradiction. We have proved the claim. 
Final part of the proof of Theorem 2. By Claim 3, vertex x has at least two neighbors, y and z. From Claim 2, both y and z
are cut-points. Let p be the farthest vertex in a component K of H − y, not containing x. Vertex q is defined similarly for
z. Graph H − x is connected, according to Claim 4; and, by the minimality of H , H − x contains some (t − 4)-dominating
edge f which dominates vertex p. Moreover, f does not contain y, since otherwise it would be (t − 4)-dominating also in
H and it would dominate x. Thus, f is a subset of K , and the only way to go from f to q is through y and z. Furthermore,
by Claim 2, d(x, q) ≥ t − 4 since it can be easily seen that q is not a cut-point. So d(z, q) ≥ t − 5 holds and we obtain
d(f , q) ≥ 2 + d(z, q) ≥ t − 3 > t − 4, which is a contradiction because it means that f is not (t − 4)-dominating in
H − x. 
Proof of Theorem 3. To prove Mt−3 ⊇ Bt−4, it is enough to observe that if a vertex x is contained in a (t − 4)-dominating
edge xy, then any vertex z is sufficiently close to x or to y, so that the distance of z and xwill be at most t − 3.
For provingMt−3 ⊆ Bt−4, let us take any vertex x ∈ Mt−3(G). We have to show x ∈ Bt−4(G).
We can use Lemma 2 (for ξ = x), so x has the Containment Property. Thus, the application of the Edge-Domination Lemma
is possible and we obtain x ∈ Bt−4(G). 
Remark. It may be somewhat surprising that Theorem 3with its stronger conclusion (apart from the more restricted range
of t) has a much shorter proof than Theorem 2 has.
6. Concluding remarks
There seem to be many interesting questions worth future research concerning the comparison of finite and infinite
domination. Let us mention just a couple of open problems related to the results above.
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Problem 1. For t ≥ 6, does there exist a Pt-free infinite graph in which the setMt−3 is not dominating?
Our graph G1 is an example for t = 5, but currently we do not have a construction for larger t . On the other hand, let us
recall the following result from [3].
Theorem D. Let k ≥ 2. In every finite P2k+1-free graph, the set Mk is (k− 1)-dominating.
The analogous assertion is definitely false in the infinite case, as shown by the following.
Example 4. P2k+1-free connected bipartite graph withMk = ∅.
Attach a pendant path of length k− 2 to each vertex of G1. 
Problem 2. Is the Edge-Domination Lemma valid for infinite graphs?
Problem 3. For t ≥ 10, does there exist a Pt-free infinite graph in whichMt−3 6= Bt−4?
Many surprising differences between finite and infinite domination problems may occur. To obtain a comprehensive
picture, a systematic study would be necessary.
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